NOTE: ALL DIMENSIONS IN MILLIMETRES UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED

1. MAINTAIN PAVER BAND WIDTH OF 400mm EXCEPT WHERE REQUIRED TO ADJUST PAVERS TO SUIT SITE CONDITIONS. THEN MIN 350mm BAND WIDTH OVER MIN 5 COURSES IS ACCEPTABLE.
2. 1-3mm GAP REQUIRED BETWEEN PAVERS.
3. PAVERS TO BE SET OUT 90° TO BACK OF KERB.

CLOSURE UNITS AGAINST BUILDING / PROPERTY LINE VARY IN LENGTH AS DETERMINED BY PATTERN. MINIMUM UNIT LENGTH OF 300mm. NON-STANDARD CUT PAVERS

PAVER SIZES
TYPE A: 600 x 400 x 50mm
TYPE B: 450 x 400 x 50mm
TYPE C: 300 x 400 x 50mm
TYPE D: SPECIAL CUT

EJ: EXPANSION JOINT
CJ: CONTRACTION JOINT

NOTE: 

1. MAINTAIN PAVER BAND WIDTH OF 400mm EXCEPT WHERE REQUIRED TO ADJUST PAVERS TO SUIT SITE CONDITIONS. THEN MIN 350mm BAND WIDTH OVER MIN 5 COURSES IS ACCEPTABLE.
2. 1-3mm GAP REQUIRED BETWEEN PAVERS.
3. PAVERS TO BE SET OUT 90° TO BACK OF KERB.

TYPICAL PAVING MODULE 1:50